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June 10, 1932
To Captain Joseph F. Young, State Highway Police
Re: Responsibility of Owner or Operator
You inquire whether the owner of a motor vehicle is answerable
in court as well as the operator under R. s. Chapter ·29, section 80,
as amended by P. L. 1931, Ch.apter 111, -in case of defective brakes.
A flat answer, Yes, or No, cannot be given. Circumstances vary
the result.
It is the general principle of criminal law that criminal responsibility must be clearly indicated by the statute. Section 119
of Chapter 29 provides a penalty for "whoever violates or fails to
comply with the provisions of any section of this chapter," but
Section 80 does not impose specifically on the owner the duty of
providing adequate brakes, but says that the vehicle "shall be provided". with the brakes. .
·
Merely showing that the car does not have adequate brakes would
be-insufficient to hold either the owner or the operator, A showing
that the operator knowingly operated the car with defective brakes
might apparently justify his conviction un~r this section. For an
owner knowingly to furnl_sh a motor vehicle with inadequate brakes
to be operated_ by ~omeone ·-else might justify his conviction. In
either case, however, there has to be deduced an item which is not
s.tated in the statute: viz, - that it is the operation of the car o-r
the.furnishing of the car for operation which makes the crime. It
seems to me that section 80 is inadequately worded f.o r arty very
effective.criminal prosecution. I should not recommend a prosecution
unless the circumstances indicated recklessness in driving the car.
For a person to operate a car whose brakes he knows are defective
might well be rackless driving, especially where ~ection 80 expressly
requires adequate brakes. '!his would enable you to reach the operator,
but would not .extend tc;, the owner. 'In short, I doubt the effectiveness
of this section a~ a ground for criminal prosecution against the owner
of a car as distinguished from the operator.
Clement F·. Robinson
Atton1:ey General

